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How to Pleasure Your Mind 2nd Edition – More Techniques and Stimulating Exercises for your
Brain!***Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now!***A sound body needs
a sound mind. And we all know for a fact that ur thoughts are a very powerful tool that creates
and shapes us to becoming the person that we are meant to be, and most of the time, we do
not know how to take advantage of it’s potential.Would you like to reprogram your brain? Are
you looking to feed your mind with positivity, and win the battle against harmful thoughts? Do
you want to get in touch with your higher self by using your mind?Start now and DownloadHow
To Pleasure Your Mind Everyday: 8 Quick And Easy Techniques And Routines That Will
Become A Habit In Pleasuring Your Brain To Becoming A Healthier You 2ND EDITIONfor Free!
Provoke your thoughts with these techniques and you will never be the same again!Download
Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking the Buy ButtonGet Ready to Be
Transformed!



Mind: Pleasure Your Mind EverydayPositive: 8 Techniques In Pleasuring Your MindIntroductionI
want to thank you and congratulate you for downloading the book, “Mind: Pleasure Your Mind
Everyday - Positive: 8 Techniques In Pleasuring Your MindThis book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to pleasure your mind using simple yet effective strategies.We all have to
deal with the pressures of the world around us. It could be work related, family or finances that
could be making you not find peace and happiness. In such instances, most of us respond
through feelings of self hatred, low self esteem, depression and anxiety just to mention but a
few. When this happens, life becomes worthless and you feel as if nothing really matters and
the best you can do is fake your happiness even when you know that you are hurting deep
within you. The best remedy for this is to find a way of pleasuring your mind so that you can
start finding happiness or pleasure in your life moments, events and everything around you.
This book will teach you how to pleasure your mind so that you can start enjoying your life as it
is and what it will become.Thanks again for downloading this book, I hope you enjoy it!ðÓ
Copyright 2014 by _D.D. Tai__ - All rights reserved.This document is geared towards providing
exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue covered. The publication is sold
with the idea that the publisher is not required to render accounting, officially permitted, or
otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or professional, a practiced individual
in the profession should be ordered.- From a Declaration of Principles which was accepted and
approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar Association and a Committee of
Publishers and Associations.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of
this document in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is
strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written
permission from the publisher. All rights reserved.The information provided herein is stated to
be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage
or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within is the solitary and utter
responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any legal responsibility or
blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the
information herein, either directly or indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by
the publisher.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is
universal as so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee
assurance.The trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the
trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands
within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves,
not affiliated with this document.Our minds are often filled with lots of negative things and
pressures of life that we could easily lose focus of who we are and where we want to go. This
could easily result to frustrations and resentments due to failure on our part to see anything
good about our lives. With all the things going on in our minds, we could easily lose hope in
ourselves, despair and even feel as if life is worthless. This in itself is recipe for depression,
anxiety and perpetual anger with ourselves that could easily make us lose out on the good
things around us that we should be enjoying. So, how do you restore your mind to a state of
constant happiness, pleasure, satisfaction and peace? We will have a look at important
techniques that you can use to ensure that your mind is always in a constant state of
happiness despite what may be going on in your life.#1 VisualizationVisualization entails
seeing yourself at a future time having attained something you want to attain. Dreaming about
positive future outcomes can be nice. However, while it can provide a sense of motivation, it



has its own drawbacks. In the same light, creative visualization can be powerful, but it cannot
yield the outcomes that have not been earned. As such, visualizing positive outcomes does not
necessarily mean that you abandon common sense. On the other hand, if used well, creative
visualization can help you develop a clear vision of what you want to achieve. A good way to
make the most of your visualization is to create a strategy. When it comes to visualization, it is
not advisable to concentrate on the end results. You should only use this technique when you
are done with the ground work. For instance, it would work well for a professional golf player to
picture themselves wining trophies as opposed to someone who is learning to play. The best
approach for an amateur would be to focus on the basics. When you have determined the
necessary steps, it becomes much easier to visualize yourself finishing them. Concentrating on
actionable tasks has several benefits:*Reinforcing positive behavior*Eliminating self defeating
thoughts*Overcoming procrastinationEveryone has their own doubts, and they often arise
when they are least expected. The best way to deal with negative thoughts is to replace them
with positive ones. Keep the actions you plan to take in mind all the time in order to prevent
worrisome thoughts from developing. Always picture yourself having attained whatever you
wanted to attain. In this case, you should stop using words such as “if” and start using “when”
whenever referring to the attainment of whatever goals you want.It is possible to cultivate
healthy habits that will help you achieve your goals through visualization. Among the most
important factors that may go a long way in establishing new habits and positive behaviors is
the act of repetition. The best thing about visualization is that you can concentrate on building
these new patterns without the fear of failure. Every time you try something new, there is
always a probability that you will not succeed with the first attempt. However, visualization
enables you to make several attempts and find the best approach before you even try it in real
world.You can even correct errors during visualization in order to overcome them in the real
world. You can get anywhere you want if you apply the appropriate creative visualization
techniques. If you want to own a mansion, picture yourself seated at the balcony of your
mansion looking at the neighbors’ house. If you want to drive a posh, picture yourself driving
the car. One of the best strategies for implementing visualization in your life is through vision
boards. Have a vision board that helps you think about the future you want to live. Through
that, you will start feeling as if you already own or have done whatever you wanted.#2 Sleeps
And NapsThe importance of quality sleep cannot be overemphasized. Sleep is the time when
your brain consolidates all the materials you have learned during the day and incorporates it
into your long term memory so that you can wake up feeling fresh and ready to learn new
things. One of the most effective ways to achieve quality sleep is getting in sync with the
natural sleep-wake cycle of your body. By keeping a regular sleep schedule whereby you sleep
and wake up at the same time every day, you are more likely to wake up feeling energized and
more refreshed than if you sleep for the same number of hours at different times. As such, the
key is consistency. So, how do you go about it?*Establish a regular bedtime: Find the time of
the night when you normally feel tired the most and set it as your bedtime every day, including
the weekends.*Wake up at the same time daily: If you find yourself awake before your alarm
clock sets off, then you are getting enough sleep. However, if you need your alarm clock to
wake you up every day, consider adjusting your bedtime to an earlier time.*Take a nap to
compensate lost sleep: If you feel sleepy and need to make up for a few hours of lost sleep,
take a daytime nap while ensuring that you don’t alter your natural sleep wake cycle.*Be smart
about napping: Taking a daytime nap is a powerful way to recharge but it can also worsen
insomnia. If you have insomnia, try to forget about napping, and if you have to, do it early in the
afternoon for not more than thirty minutes.*Fight drowsiness after dinner: If you feel asleep way



before your regular bedtime, stand up and do something gently stimulating to avoid falling
asleep like calling a friend, washing the dishes, or getting your clothes ready for the following
day. If you sleep earlier than your regular bedtime, you might wake up in the middle of the night
and experience difficulty getting back to sleep.Sleep experts agree that 10 to 20 minutes of a
power nap is enough to refresh your mind, but depending on the purpose of your nap, other
durations may be ideal as well. If you want to boost your alertness, a 10 to 20 minute power
nap will be enough to get you back to work feeling more energized. For cognitive memory
dispensation, you will need a 60 minute nap. Incorporating slow wave sleep can help you
remember facts, faces and places, but you may also wake up feeling tired. A ninety minute nap
will most likely include a full cycle of sleep and is helpful in creativity as well as procedural and
emotional memory. In addition to this, it is also suggested you sit slightly upright when taking
your nap to help you avoid deep slumber. If you find yourself dreaming when taking your naps,
it could be a sign of sleep deprivation.Naturally Regulate sleep wake cycle
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yield the outcomes that have not been earned. As such, visualizing positive outcomes does not
necessarily mean that you abandon common sense. On the other hand, if used well, creative
visualization can help you develop a clear vision of what you want to achieve. A good way to
make the most of your visualization is to create a strategy. When it comes to visualization, it is
not advisable to concentrate on the end results. You should only use this technique when you
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important factors that may go a long way in establishing new habits and positive behaviors is
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and wake up at the same time every day, you are more likely to wake up feeling energized and
more refreshed than if you sleep for the same number of hours at different times. As such, the
key is consistency. So, how do you go about it?*Establish a regular bedtime: Find the time of
the night when you normally feel tired the most and set it as your bedtime every day, including
the weekends.*Wake up at the same time daily: If you find yourself awake before your alarm
clock sets off, then you are getting enough sleep. However, if you need your alarm clock to
wake you up every day, consider adjusting your bedtime to an earlier time.*Take a nap to
compensate lost sleep: If you feel sleepy and need to make up for a few hours of lost sleep,
take a daytime nap while ensuring that you don’t alter your natural sleep wake cycle.*Be smart
about napping: Taking a daytime nap is a powerful way to recharge but it can also worsen
insomnia. If you have insomnia, try to forget about napping, and if you have to, do it early in the
afternoon for not more than thirty minutes.*Fight drowsiness after dinner: If you feel asleep way
before your regular bedtime, stand up and do something gently stimulating to avoid falling
asleep like calling a friend, washing the dishes, or getting your clothes ready for the following
day. If you sleep earlier than your regular bedtime, you might wake up in the middle of the night
and experience difficulty getting back to sleep.Sleep experts agree that 10 to 20 minutes of a
power nap is enough to refresh your mind, but depending on the purpose of your nap, other
durations may be ideal as well. If you want to boost your alertness, a 10 to 20 minute power
nap will be enough to get you back to work feeling more energized. For cognitive memory
dispensation, you will need a 60 minute nap. Incorporating slow wave sleep can help you
remember facts, faces and places, but you may also wake up feeling tired. A ninety minute nap
will most likely include a full cycle of sleep and is helpful in creativity as well as procedural and
emotional memory. In addition to this, it is also suggested you sit slightly upright when taking
your nap to help you avoid deep slumber. If you find yourself dreaming when taking your naps,
it could be a sign of sleep deprivation.Naturally Regulate sleep wake cycleMelatonin is a
hormone that occurs naturally and is regulated by light exposure. It usually helps to regulate
your sleep wake cycle. You should produce more in your brain when it is dark; ideally in the
evening, to make you sleepy, and less of it when you want to stay alert; ideally during the day.
The problem is that several aspects of modern life can interrupt the natural production of this
hormone in your body, and your sleep wake cycle with it. For instance, spending long hours in
the office away from natural light can affect your daytime wakefulness, thus making your brain
sleepy. On the other hand, bright lights at night, particularly from long hours in front of the
computer or TV screen can suppress the production of melatonin in your body, and make it
harder to sleep. But there are ways you can regulate your sleep wake cycle naturally, keep your
brain healthy, and boost your brain’s production of melatonin.*Increase light exposure during
the day-Take off your sunglasses in the morning, and allow light onto your face.
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Jen Wood, “Pleasure the mind !. Pleasure your mind , this is a great book , short and detailed.
The author has succeeded in relaying the information so that anyone can understand and
implement into their daily lifestyle . Pleasuring your mind is about making positive decisions in
life that will stimulate your mind in a way that would be you total happiness. Once you pleasure
your mind , there will be no room for stress and chronic diseases. Awesome book !”

Mickey, “I was to the point where I felt like I wasn't accomplishing all that I wanted to
accomplish .... I was to the point where I felt like I wasn't accomplishing all that I wanted to
accomplish on a daily basis. This book transformed my thinking and has allowed me to
succeed in my business because of the techniques given. I was thinking I was a hopeless case
but this book gave me the tools that I needed to transform my mind into doing what I wanted it
to do instead of it controlling me.”

Estela, “Captivating!. I like the way the book is written, it is very easy to follow and to
understand, even though it is packed with a lot of useful information. The author has
succeeded in relaying the information so that anyone can understand and implement into their
daily lifestyle . Pleasuring your mind is about making positive decisions in life that will stimulate
your mind in a way that would be you total happiness. Once you pleasure your mind , there will
be no room for stress and chronic diseases. This book is just amazing.”

Roy Kennedy, “very interesting book. The pressure most of us face every day if not treated well
in time it might lead to depression and anxiety. The tips and advices provided in this book are
very helpful to deal with this pressure and treat it before we reach to that level when it’s too
late. It really helped me to clear my mind and finding my way to happiness and inner peace.”

Happy Valley, “And we completely love it! The author delivered refreshing messages to us. I
want to be more positive in life so I bought this book, I also shared this to my wife, because I
think that she needs a reminder to take care of herself . And we completely love it! The author
delivered refreshing messages to us. All the messages are applicable, we just need to look on
the bright side.”

Gary Gedall, “Worth adding to your library.. This book promises 8 quick and simple techniques
to pleasure the brain, and it does just that.No more, no less.Some things I've certainly seen or
heard of before, some things that I hadn't thought about.Worth adding to your library.”

Dmitriy, “great read. great read”

ann M O'Leary, “Five Stars. Thanks for writing this book”

The book by D.D. Tai has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 9 people have provided feedback.
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